Both Gray and White positions emerge in this larger context of a crisis of authenticity. The Gray position emphasized a need to communicate with the users for whom a building was intended, along with a complementary challenge to speak to those users in a language they already knew well. More often than not, this language entailed the commercial vernacular that design elites typically disdain. By referring to vernacular architecture, Grays appealed to a notion of cultural legibility and thus revealed a faith in the authentic sensibilities of the people, however debased by commercial manipulations. By claiming an "ironic detachment" from their sources, Grays implied they were somehow refining that mettle of authenticity from its commercial dross. Architecture would benefit as well: the authors of Learning from Las Vegas suggested that the commercial vernacular pointed toward new horizons for architecture, just as pioneer modernists learned from the industrial forms of factories, grain silos, and steamships. Similarly, just as many modernists had hoped to get beyond historicist architecture-that is, architecture inauthentic with respect to its own era-so Grays tried to get beyond a mechanistic mindset that had become a source of inauthenticity in their own time.
In contrast, the eponymous Five Architects fixed themselves within the high formal quality of the work presented, which was intense, selfaware, focused on its own means, and steeped in admiration for the peerless plastic masterpieces of modernism: Le Corbusier's villas of the 1920s. Focusing on the irreducible operations at the heart of any and all design-that is, manipulation of form-Whites rededicated Again, though, the effect parallels an effect of themed environments, which aim to take us away from convention and engage us in a narrative adventure that exceeds our everyday routine. In this case, the script not only creates a textualized object, it also functions as a kind of conceptual buffer zone, a theoretical perimeter to screen out both context and banal interpretations.
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